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And the best wrestling autobiography belongs to, of course, Mick Foley for his Have A Nice Day: A Tale Of Blood and
Sweatsocks. However, that is not to say that Bodyslams!: Memoirs of a Wrestling Pitchman is not a great book in its own
right.
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When people think of famous ring announcers, Michael Buffer would probably come to mind for most people. For me
personally, the first ring announcer names to ever make an impact on me as someone memorable would be Howard
Finkel and Gary Michael Cappeta: Finkel for his WWF work, Cappetta for his NWA/WCW work, both of which I watched
religiously as a kid.

Chapter 3 : Bodyslams!: Memoirs of a Wrestling Pitchman by Gary Michael Cappetta
Bodyslams! has 56 ratings and 2 reviews. Asking key questions such as What do you do if you are in Germany and you
have Mick Foley's recently torn-off ea.

Chapter 4 : Bodyslams! Memoirs of a Wrestling Pitchman by Gary Michael Cappetta
Bodyslams!: Memoirs of a Wrestling Pitchman by Gary Michael Cappetta This memoir documents 20 years of the
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author's experience as an announcer for the WWF, independent pro wrestling venues, and the WCW.

Chapter 5 : Gary Michael Cappetta - Wikipedia
In short, curious observers and ardent wrestling fans will be captivated by what Gary Michael Cappetta has delivered in
Bodyslams!, Memoirs of a Wrestling Pitchman. Bodyslams! is the first book to shed light on the dangerous games that
both the performing wrestlers and their corporate employers play in order to acquire power, fame and wealth.
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